Clean and protect machinery with Charlie’s Soap.
Whatever industry you’re in, if you manufacture, chances are somewhere in your process machines will get
dirty and grimy. And it’s also a fair bet that these machines require cleaning and maintenance to function.
When you clean, don’t damage that machinery or the workers cleaning it. Charlie's Soap Indoor/Outdoor
Surface Cleaner concentrate is a hard-surface cleaning agent originally developed for maintenance cleaning
operations on industrial machinery. It is excellent for situations in which both effective degreasing action and
safety are of paramount importance. Clean expensive, delicate machines safely and economically. Charlie’s
Soap is:

The GREEN:

97% biodegradable in just a month (Japan Food Research Labs)
Rated safe for use around lakes, streams and oceans.
Charlie’s Soap is non-toxic.

That CLEANS:

Nothing cleans as thoroughly as Charlie’s Soap. (SGS Testing Labs)
Targets the stains, not the surface. Will not damage your machinery.
No gloves or masks required. Safe for your skin.
It rinses away completely. (Clemson University School of Textiles)

Dilute Charlie’s Soap Indoor / Outdoor Surface Cleaner with water for different
applications.





100% strength for heavy oils and greases. Allow to sit, gently scrape off then rinse heavily.
50% strength for heavy soil on surfaces you can’t rinse easily. Allow to sit, rinse with damp sponge or
chamois.
25% strength for light soil on many surfaces. Allow to sit, and wipe off or blow off with high-pressure air.
1% strength for hard surface floors. Mop and let dry.

For fabrics (including washable filters): Use Charlie’s Soap Laundry Pre-Spray
and Charlie’s Soap for Laundry:





Apply Pre-Spray directly to fabric.
Allow the Pre-Spray to sit on the fabric and penetrate at least 30 minutes.
In a washing machine, wash with up to two doses of Charlie’s Soap for Laundry. Dosage depends on
washing machine size.
Repeat if necessary.
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